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Ž .W. Haebich 1972, Bull. Austral. Math. Soc. 7, 279296 presented a formula for
the Schur multiplier of a regular product of groups. In this paper, first, it is shown
that the Baer-invariant of a nilpotent product of groups with respect to the variety
of nilpotent groups has a homomorphic image and in finite case a subgroup of
Haebich’s type. Second, a formula will be presented for the Baer-invariant of a
nilpotent product of cyclic groups with respect to the variety of nilpotent groups.
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1. INTRODUCTION
 In 1907, Schur 12 , using the representation method, showed that if G
is the direct product of A and B, then the Schur multiplier of G has the
following form:
M G M A B M A M B  A  B .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ab ab
 Also, Wiegold 13 in 1971 obtained the above result by some properties of
covering groups:
 A , B
M A B M A M B  ,Ž . Ž . Ž .  A , B , AB
 A , B
where  A  B .ab ab A , B , AB
1 This research was in part supported by a grant from IPM.
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  ŽIn 1979, Moghaddam 8 found a formula for the Baer-invariant the
.generalization of the Schur multiplier with respect to the variety of groups
of a direct product of two groups with respect to the variety of nilpotent
groups of class at most c, N , where c	 1 is a prime number or 4. Thisc
result generalized somehow the work of Schur and Wiegold.
 In 1997, we 7 presented an explicit formula for the Baer-invariant of a
finite Abelian group with respect to the variety of nilpotent groups for
every c
 1. Since a finite Abelian group is a direct product of some cyclic
groups, so this result is somehow a generalization of SchurWiegold’s
result and also Moghaddam’s result.
It is known that nilpotent product is a generalization of the direct
product. Therefore it is interesting to find a formula for the Schur
multiplier or the Baer-invariant of a nilpotent product.
 Ž .In 1972, Haebich 4, Theorem 2.14 presented a formula for the Schur
multiplier of a regular product of a family of groups. We know that the
regular product is a generalization of the nilpotent product, so this result is
an interesting generalization of the SchurWiegold result. Also, Moghad-
 Ž .dam 9, Theorem 2.7 in 1979 gave a formula similar to Haebich’s
formula for the Schur multiplier of a nilpotent product. His approach was
different from Haebich.
 Ž .Finally, Gupta and Moghaddam 3, Theorem 2.15 in 1992 calculated
the Baer-invariant of the nilpotent dihedral group of class n
2 n 12 2  G  x , y  x , y , x , y² :n
with respect to the variety of nilpotent groups, N . It is routine to verifyc
that G is isomorphic to the nth nilpotent product of two cyclic groups,n n
i.e., G  Z Z .n 2 2
Now, in this paper, first we find a homomorphic image and in finite case
a subgroup with a structure similar to Haebich’s type for the Baer-
invariant of a nilpotent product of a family of groups with respect to the
Ž .variety of nilpotent groups Theorem 3.7 , and then we give a formula for
the Baer-invariant of a nilpotent product of a family of cyclic groups with
Ž .respect to the variety of nilpotent groups Theorem 4.1 . Thus our result is
an attempt to generalize the Moghaddam, Haebich, and GuptaMoghad-
Ž .dam formulas Theorems 2.7, 2.14, 2.15, respectively .
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
It is supposed that the reader is familiar with the notions of variety of
groups, verbal and marginal subgroups, Schur multiplier and Baer-
invariant. In particular if G is a group with a free presentation
1 R FG 1,
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then the Baer-invariant of G with respect to the variety of nilpotent
Ž .groups of class at most c
 1, N , denoted by N M G , is defined to bec c
R  FŽ .c	1
N M G  .Ž .c  R , Fc
 See Leedham-Green and McKay 6 , from which our notation has been
 taken, and Neumann 10 for the notion of variety of groups.
Clearly, if c 1, then N  A is the variety of Abelian groups andc
R F
N M G M G Ž . Ž .c  R , F
is the Schur multiplier of G.
DEFINITION 2.1. A variety V is said to be a SchurBaer ariety if for
Ž .any group G for which the marginal factor group, GV * G , is finite, then
Ž .  Ž . the verbal subgroup, V G , is also finite and V G divides a power of
 Ž .   GV * G . Schur 11 proved that the variety of Abelian groups, A, is a
 SchurBaer variety. Also Baer 1 proved that the variety defined by some
outer commutator words has the above property. The following theorem
tells us a very important property of SchurBaer varieties.
 THEOREM 2.2 6 . The following conditions on the ariety V are equia-
lent:
Ž .i V is a SchurBaer ariety.
Ž . Ž .ii For eery finite group G, its Baer-inariant, V M G , is of order
 diiding a power of G .
DEFINITION 2.3. Consider the map


*: A  AŁ Łi i
iI iI
a a  a  a , a , . . . , a ,Ž .1 2 n 1 2 n
 4which is a natural map from the free product of A onto the directi i I
 4product of A . Clearly its kernel is the normal closure ofi i I
A , A  i , j I , i j² :i j
  in the free product Ł A and is denoted by A * and called thei I i i
Cartesian subgroup of the free product.
 For the properties of Cartesian subgroups see Neumann 10 .
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DEFINITION 2.4. Let V be a variety of groups defined by a set of laws
 4V; then the erbal product of a family of groups A associated with thei i I
variety V is defined to be
Ł Ai i
V A  .Ł i  V A  A *Ž .iI i
The verbal product is also known as arietal product or simply V-prod-
uct. If V is the variety of all groups, then the corresponding verbal
product is the free product; if V A is the variety of all Abelian groups,
then the verbal product is the direct product. We denote V Ł A for thei i
V-product of the family of groups A , i I.i
The V-product of the A ’s is ‘‘between’’ the free product and the directi
product in the sense that the natural epimorphism of the free product onto
the direct product can be factored through the V-product; i.e.,
Ž .  
*A V A  A .Ł Ł Łi i i
i i i
Ž .The kernel of the natural epimorphism   of the V-product onto the
direct product of the A ’s is the Cartesian subgroup of V Ł A , that is,i i i
²  :the normal closure of A , A  i j, i, j I , in the V-product, which isi j
 Vdenoted by A .i
LEMMA 2.5. With the aboe notation, we hae
Ž . Ž .  V Ž  . Ž .i Ker    A   A * where *    as gien ini i
2.3.
Ž .ii If a 1 is an element of V Ł A , theni i
V a a  a c, 1 a  A , i  i    i , c A ,i i i i 1 2 m i1 m j j
and the a and c are uniquely determined by a and chosen order of I.i j
 Proof. See 10 .
 4DEFINITION 2.6. Let A be a family of groups and let N be thei i I c
variety of nilpotent groups of class at most c
 1. Then the N -product,c
N Ł A , is called the cth nilpotent product of A ’s. In particular, if A andc i i i
B are two groups, then the cth nilpotent product of A and B, denoted by
c
AB, is as follows:
ABc
AB . A , B , ABc1
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n THEOREM 2.7 9 . Let A and B be two groups and let AB be the nth
nilpotent product of A and B. Then for n
 1
A , B , ABŽn1.n
M AB M A M B  .Ž . Ž . Ž .  A , B , ABn
 4DEFINITION 2.8. Let A be a family of subgroups of an arbitraryi i I
group G. We say that G is a regular product of its subgroups A ’s, i I,i
where I is an ordered set, if the following two conditions hold:
Ž . ² :i G A  i I ,i
ˆ ˆ GŽ .ii A  A  1 for all i I, where A Ł A .i i i j i, j I j
The subgroups A ’s, i I, will be referred to as the regular factors of thei
group G. The direct product, the free product, and the verbal product of
an arbitrary set of groups are examples of regular products.
LEMMA 2.9. Let A be a subgroup of a group G, let N be a normal
 4subgroup of G, and let M  i I be a family of normal subgroups of G.i
Then
   A M , N  A , N M , N .Ł Łi i
i i
 Proof. See 10 .
The following theorem gives a characterization of a regular product.
 THEOREM 2.10 2 . Suppose that a group G is generated by a family
 4A  i I of its subgroups, where I is an ordered set. Then G is a regulari
product of the A ’s if and only if eery element of G can be written uniquely asi
a product
a a  a u ,  1 2 m
where
1 a  A ,         i 2 mi i
and
G G Gu A  A , A    , ,  I .¦ ;i  
 Proof. See 2, 5 .
DEFINITION 2.11. Let G be a regular product of A ’s, i I. A homo-i
morphism f : GH of G to a group H is called a regular homomorphism
if
GKer f A .i
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The groups Im f and GKer f are called a regular homomorphic image and
a regular quotient group, respectively.
THEOREM 2.12. If G is a regular product of the subgroups A ’s, i I, andi
f : GH is a regular homomorphism, then f restricted to A is an isomor-i
Ž . Ž .phism for each i I and f G is a regular product of f A ’s.i
 Proof. See 10 .
THEOREM 2.13. Let G be generated by the A ’s, i I, and leti
	 : *A GŁ i
iI
be the homomorphism induced by the identity map on each A . Then G is ai
regular product of the A ’s if and only if 	 is regular.i
 Proof. See 10 .
 THEOREM 2.14 4 . Let G be a regular product of a family of its subgroups
 4A  i I and let H be the kernel of the natural homomorphismi
A *A G ,Ł i
i
induced by the identity map on each A , i I. Theni
H
M G  M A  .Ž . Ž .Ł iž /  H , AiI
 THEOREM 2.15 3 . Let G be the nilpotent dihedral group of class n; i.e.,n
nG  Z Z . Thenn 2 2
Ž . Ž . ci If c n, then N M G is the cyclic group of order 2 .c n
Ž . Ž .ii If c
 n, then N M G is an Abelian extension of a cyclic group ofc n
n1 Ž .order 2 by an elementary Abelian 2-group of rank r c	 1 , the number of
basic commutators of weight c	 1 on two letters. In particular, for c
 n,
N M G  Z n  Z   Z r c	 1  1 copies of Z .Ž . Ž .Ž .c n 2 2 2 2
LEMMA 2.16. If H is a subgroup of a finite Abelian group G, then G has a
subgroup isomorphic to GH.
3. A SUBGROUP OF HAEBICH’S TYPE
 4 ŽLet A  i I be a family of groups we can consider I as an orderedi
.set and for each i I, F denote a fixed free group such that thei
following exact sequence is a free presentation for A :i
 i
1 R  F A  1.i i i
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We denote by  the natural homomorphism from the free product F
Ł F onto AŁ A induced by the  ’s. Also, the group G will bei I i i I i i n
assumed to be the nth nilpotent product of the A ’s, i I. If 	 is thei n
natural homomorphism from A onto G induced by the identity map onn
each A ,i
n  	 n
F F A A G  A  1,Ł Ł Łi i n i
iI iI iI
then we denote by H the kernel of 	 and by L the inverse image of Hn n n n
1Ž .in F under  ; H  ker 	 and L   H .n n n n
Now we have the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.1. By the aboe notation and assumption, we hae
Ž . Ž . Ž .  i H   K , where K   F  F *,n n n n	1 i
Ž . Ž . Ž F .ii G  FL , where L  ker 	   Ł R K .n n n n i I i n
Ž .Proof. i By definition of the nth nilpotent product, we have H n
Ž .     A  A *, where A * is the Cartesian subgroup of A, so clearlyn	1 i i
Ž . K H .n n
Ž . Fii Clearly Ker Ł R , and composition 	  : FG is ai I i n n
Ž .surjective homomorphism. Since H Ker 	   K , it follows thatn n n
L Ker 	   Ker  K  RF K .Ž . Ž . Łn n n i nž /
iI
Hence G  FL .n n
 F FLEMMA 3.2. If D  Ł R , F , then Ł R 1 i j, i , j I i j i I i
Ž .Ł R D .i I i 1
 Proof. See 4, Lemma 2.2 .
Notation 3.3. We define
Ž .  Fi D Ł R , F , . . . , F ,c 
 j,   i i  j 1 c
Ž . Ž .ii E D   F .c 1 c	1
Clearly D  E for every c
 1.c c
Now we prove the following important lemma.
LEMMA 3.4. By the aboe notation and assumption, we hae
Ž .   Ž  .  i L , F  Ł R , F D K , F .n c i I i c i c n c
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž Ž ...ii If n c, then L   F  Ł R   F E K .n c	1 i I i c	1 i c c
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž Ž ...iii If n c, then L   F  Ł R   F E K .n c	1 i I i c	1 i c n
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Ž . Ž .Proof. i By Lemma 3.1 ii , we have
F L , F  R K , FŁn c i n cž /
iI
F   R , F K , F by Lemma 2.9Ž .Ł i c n cž /
iI
F    R , F K , F by Lemma 2.9Ž .Ł i c n cž /
iI
    R , F D K , F by Definition of D .Ž .Ł i c i c n c cž /
iI
The reverse inclusion is obviously true, so the result holds.
Ž . Ž .ii Let n c and g L   F ; by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 wen c	1
have
g r  r dk , 1 t
where r  R , dD , k K . Now consider the homomorphism  1 ni i
nat 
F *F F ;Ł Łi i
iI iI
Ž .since g  F , the image of g under the above natural homomor-c	1
phism is
 
r , . . . , r   F   F .Ž . Ž .Ł Łž /  c	1 i c	1 i1 t
Ž . Ž .   ŽTherefore r   F  R and so dk  F  F * K note c	1   c	1 i ci i i
.that E  K . The reverse inclusion can be seen easily, and so the resultc c
holds.
Ž . Ž .iii This follows by a similar method of part ii .
LEMMA 3.5. By the aboe notation, let  : F FE be the naturalc c
² Ž Ž .. : Ž .homomorphism. Set M   R   F  i I  K , where n
 c.c c i c	1 i c n
Ž . Ž Ž ..Then M is a direct product of its subgroups  K and  R   F ,c c n c i c	1 i
i I.
Proof. By the three subgroups lemma and induction on c, one can
easily observe that
R   F , R   F  E for all i , j I i j,Ž . Ž .i c	1 i j c	1 j c
and
R   F , K  E for all i I and n
 c.Ž .i c	1 i n c
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So we have
 R   F ,  R   F  1Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .c i c	1 i c j c	1 j
for all i , j I , i j, in FE ,c
and
 R   F ,  K  1 for all i I and n
 c, in FE .Ž . Ž .Ž .c i c	1 i c n c
In addition, by the Golovin theorem, 2.10, we have
 R   F   R   F  KŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Łc i c	1 i c j c	1 j c nž /
ji
Ž . Bc  F   F  F  1Ž . Ž .Ž .Łc i c j c iž /
ji
and
Ž . Fc K   R   F   F   F  1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł Łc n c i c	1 i c i c i
iI iI
 F Note that  is a regular homomorphism, since Ker   E  F . So byc c c i
Ž . Ž .Theorem 2.12,  F is a regular product of the  F . Hence the resultc c i
follows by the definition of the internal direct product.
LEMMA 3.6. By the aboe notation and assumption,
Ž .i If n c, then
 K H HŽ .c c c c  .    K , F H , A HŽ .c n c n c n	c
Ž .ii If n c, then
 K H HŽ .c n n n  .    K , F H , A HŽ .c n c n c n	c
Ž .Proof. i Let n c then
  K K E K , F K E KŽ .c c c c n c c c c   .        K , F K , F E K , F E K  K , F EŽ .c n c n c c n c c c n c c
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On the other hand
 K K KŽ .c c c       K , F K  K , F Ker  K  K , F D Ł RŽ .n c c n c c n c 1 i I i
K c by Lemma 2.10 and definition of E .Ž .c K  K , F Ec n c c
Hence
 K  K  K HŽ . Ž . Ž .c c c c c        K , F  K , F  K ,  F H , AŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .c n c n c n c n c
 and since K , F  K , we also haven c n	c
 K  K HŽ . Ž .c c c c c  .  K , F  K HŽ .Ž .c n c c n	c n	c
Ž . Ž .ii The argument is quite similar to i .
Now we are in a position to prove and state the main result of this
section.
THEOREM 3.7. By the aboe notation and assumption,
Ž . Ž  Ž ..  i If n c, then Ł N M A H  H , A is a homomorphici I c i c n cn n
 Ž .image of N M Ł A and if Ł A is finite, then the aboe structure isc i I i i I in
Ž .isomorphic to a subgroup of N M Ł A .c i I i
Ž . Ž  Ž ..  ii If n c, then Ł N M A H  H , A is a homomorphici I c i n n cn n
 Ž .image of N M Ł A and if Ł A is finite, then the aboe structure isc i I i i I in
Ž .isomorphic to a subgroup of N M Ł A .c i I i
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i By Lemma 3.4 i and ii we have
L   F Ł R   F E Kn Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .n c	1 i I i c	1 i c cN M A   .Łc iž /      L , F Ł R , F D K , FŽ .iI n c i I i c i c n c
n
Ž .Therefore there is a natural epimorphism from N M Ł A toc i I i
Ł R   F E KŽ .Ž .Ž .i I i c	1 i c c
.   Ł R , F E K , FŽ .i I i c i c n c
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ŽŽ Ž Ž ... .By Lemma 3.5,  Ł R   F E K is the direct product of itsc i I i c	1 i c c
Ž . Ž Ž ..subgroups  K and  R   F , i I. Alsoc c c i c	1 i
    R , F E K , FŁc i c i c n cž /ž /
iI
Ž . Ž .is the direct product of its subgroups  K , F and  R , F , i I.c n c c i c i
Ž . Ž . Ž .This together with the fact that  K , F   K and  R , F c n c c c c i c i
Ž Ž .. R   F implies thatc i c	1 i
 Ł R   F E KŽ .Ž .Ž .Ž .c i I i c	1 i c c
  Ł R , F K , FŽ .Ž .c i I i c i n c
 R   F  KŽ . Ž .Ž . c i c	1 i c c Łž /    R , F  K , FŽ . Ž .iI c i c c n c
R   F  KŽ . Ž . i c	1 i c c  ;Łž /   R , F  K , FŽ .iI i c i c n c
the last isomorphism holds since  is an isomorphism on F , by Theoremc i
2.12.
Ž .Hence by Lemma 3.6 i , Theorem 2.2, and Lemma 2.16, the result is
obtained.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii By Lemma 3.4 i and iii , Lemma 3.5, and Lemma 3.6 ii and
Ž .an argument similar to part i , the result holds.
4. THE BAER-INVARIANT OF A NILPOTENT PRODUCT
OF CYCLIC GROUPS
In this final section, using the results of Section 3, we can find a formula
for the Baer-invariant of a nilpotent product of cyclic groups. This formula
is of Haebich’s type and so it is somehow a generalization of Haebich’s
Ž .result Theorem 2.14 .
 4THEOREM 4.1. Let A  i I be a family of cyclic groups; theni
Ž .i if n c, then
n     N M A  N M A H  H , A H  H , A ,Ž .Ł Łc i c i c n c c n cž /ž /
iI iI
Ž .ii if n c, then
n     N M A  N M A H  H , A H  H , A ,Ž .Ł Łc i c i n n c n n cž /ž /
iI iI
n
where AŁ A and H has been defined in Lemma 3.1.i I i n
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Ž .Proof. i By the notation of Section 3, we can consider
 im i² : ² :1 R  x  F  x  A  1.i i i i i
Since R ’s have no commutators, so by commutator calculus we cani
conclude that D  E . Therefore by the proof of Theorem 3.7 we havec c
n   N M A  N M A H  H , A .Ž .Ł Łc i c i c n cž /ž /
iI iI
Ž .Since F is a free group on one generator, so  F  1 and hencei c	1 i
N M A  1.Ž .c i
Thus
n
  N M A H  H , A .Łc i c n cž /
iI
Ž . Ž .ii Similar to part i .
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